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The resonance Raman spectra of (\textsuperscript{4}Bu\textsubscript{4}N)[Fe(CN)\textsubscript{2}TPP] (\textsuperscript{4}Bu\textsubscript{4}N: tetra(n-butyl)ammonium; TPP: m-tetraphenylporphyrin), K\textsubscript{3}[Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6}] and [Fe(C\textsubscript{5}H\textsubscript{5})\textsubscript{2}]BF\textsubscript{4} have been investigated. A molecular electronic Raman (ER) effect at 545 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is observed for (\textsuperscript{4}Bu\textsubscript{4}N)[Fe(CN)\textsubscript{2}TPP]. The transition occurs between lower "T\textsubscript{1g}" and upper "T\textsubscript{2g}" level of the spin-orbit split ground state assuming pseudo-octahedral symmetry. In contrast to earlier studies no ER effect is detected for K\textsubscript{3}[Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6}] and [Fe(C\textsubscript{5}H\textsubscript{5})\textsubscript{2}]BF\textsubscript{4}. For Raman shifts < 800 cm\textsuperscript{-1} only one strong Raman line is observed for [Fe(C\textsubscript{5}H\textsubscript{5})\textsubscript{2}]BF\textsubscript{4} at 311 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, assigned to the iron ring stretch designated by \nu\textsubscript{4} (a\textsubscript{1g} in D\textsubscript{5h}). Due to a phase transition of K\textsubscript{3}[Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6}], two additional strong vibrational lines at 329 and 352 cm\textsuperscript{-1} appear in the Raman spectrum taken at 10 K. Their intensities show a "term" behaviour of the resonance Raman effect with overtones and combinations for both lines. These are components of the vibronic combinations with the \nu\textsubscript{6}, \nu\textsubscript{7}, and \nu\textsubscript{8} modes (t\textsubscript{1u} in O\textsubscript{h}) in the IR spectra, too.
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Introduction

The detection of low lying electronic d-d or f-f transitions is one of the challenges of the resonance Raman effect because these transitions are (parity) allowed only in Raman scattering but forbidden in infrared absorbance. Currently, electronic Raman (ER) lines from electronic levels of lanthanide and heavier transition metal ions have been detected [1-4]. A textbook example are the intracoufigurational transitions within the levels of the spin-orbit split ground state of low-spin Os\textsuperscript{IV} in the resonance Raman spectrum of (\textsuperscript{4}Bu\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{2})[OsBr\textsubscript{6}] [5]. Nevertheless, the irrevocable spectral requirements for common use of this promising method are yet still unpredictable. For lighter transition metal ions further striking complications arise from coincidences with vibrational states. A distinction of the different originating states is sometimes achieved by depolarisation ratios or more generally by the temperature dependence of the Raman intensities, as will be illustrated later on.
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In comparison with the aforementioned phthalocyanines these presumed ER lines are shifted to far higher or far lower energy. It is for this reason that the respective vibrational spectra are reexamined in this report, too, and distinctly new assignments are proposed.

Results and Discussion

The resonance Raman spectra of (nBu4N)[Fe(CN)2TPP]

The FeIII ion in an octahedral low-spin state has a 2T2g ground term split into two levels (lower Γ7 and upper Γ8; O6h) due to spin-orbit coupling as shown in the energy level scheme in Figure 1. Lowered (tetragonal) symmetry brings about a further splitting of the upper Γ8 into two Kramers doublets (Γ7 and Γ6; D4h*), but former studies on iron group phthalocyanines give evidence that this splitting is much smaller (<5%) than that caused by spin-orbit coupling. Hence the symmetry splitting may be considered a minor perturbation on the octahedral spin-orbit levels. Only one intraconfigurational “Γ7–Γ8” transition within the levels of the split pseudo-octahedral ground state is expected to occur in the Raman spectrum, being separated by 3/2 λ, where λ is the Landé parameter.

Figure 2 shows a survey resonance Raman spectrum of (nBu4N)[Fe(CN)2TPP] as a KBr pellet at 10 K. The wealth of peaks displayed arises widely from the in-plane skeletal modes of the porphyrin, the relative intensities of which depend strongly on the excitation frequency [14, 15]. A typical resonance Raman effect is operative, governed by the electronic absorption spectrum given as inset. The effect closely follows well-known behaviour and will not be discussed here [16]. Most suitable for our purpose is the excitation at λexc = 476.5 nm used for the spectrum in Figure 2, whose position with respect to the electronic absorption spectrum is indicated by the arrow. This radiation is situated approximately midway between the characteristic π-π* transitions Q and B of the porphyrin, just above the bottom of the strong B band. Though it has not been possible to measure the depolarisation ratios on the solid sample, it can be deduced from the Raman spectra of other TPP complexes [14, 15], that non-totally symmetric b1g and b2g modes (and a2g) are dominant. These modes are enhanced via the “B term” mechanism, which is generally effective for weak electronic transitions that gain intensity from vibronic mixing of the neighbouring electronic states Q and B.

The Raman line at 545 cm⁻¹ is of particular interest because to our knowledge it has not yet been detected in a Raman spectrum of an iron porphyrin. Its "signature" and selective enhancement resembles that of the ER lines described for low-spin FeIII phthalocyanines, the intensity of which is very selectively enhanced with similar excitation frequencies [8-10]. The same is true for the reversible temperature dependence depicted in Figure 3 for the low shift range, and therefore we are confident that the assignment as “Γ7–Γ8” intraconfigurational transition is correct. With increasing temperature its intensity decreases slightly up to ~100 K, but then drops dramatically.
to very low intensity at 300 K. Correspondingly, its frequency increases by 20 cm\(^{-1}\). Both features give further strong evidence for the presence of an ER line. Hence, the Landé parameter is deduced experimentally from the frequency of the ER line to be 363 cm\(^{-1}\), which is close to expectation for low-spin Fe\(^{III}\) [17].

In contrast to the ER line the intensity and frequency of vibrational lines rest almost unaffected by a change of temperature. Only the weak lines at 330 and 350 cm\(^{-1}\) change the intensity inversely. The intensity of the latter follows that of the ER line at a much lower level and may be assigned to the symmetrical Fe-CN stretch of the dicyano unit.

The resonance Raman spectra of [Fe(C\(_5\)H\(_5\)]BF\(_4\)

At 10 K the resonance Raman spectra of [Fe(C\(_5\)H\(_5\)]BF\(_4\) reported by Gächter et al. [12, 13] are confirmed using an oscillating sample technique described in [18]. Obviously, this and the surface scanning technique used formerly do not prevent photodecomposition. On irradiation with laser lines < 650 nm, the ferricenium cation reacts with the supporting material (KBr pellet) to yield tetrabromoferrate(III), as indicated by the typical resonance Raman spectra with an overtone progression of the totally symmetric Fe-Br stretch at 205 cm\(^{-1}\). This does not occur with a KCl pellet as support. A weak line at 304 cm\(^{-1}\), also detected in the former spectra and probably due to ferrocene, is observed instead. The Fe-Cl stretch is expected at 334 cm\(^{-1}\), but known to be difficult to detect even in neat [FeCl\(_4\)]\(^-\) [19]. Hence, there is no ER line present in the resonance Raman spectra of [Fe(C\(_5\)H\(_5\)]\(_2\)BF\(_4\) and similar salts discussed in [13].

By use of a rotating sample technique at 80 K, which has been proven for a long time to avoid photoreactions very efficiently [20, 21], for Raman shifts < 800 cm\(^{-1}\) only a single very strong Raman line is observed for [Fe(C\(_5\)H\(_5\)]\(_2\)BF\(_4\) at 311 cm\(^{-1}\) assigned to the iron ring stretch designated by \(\nu_4\) (a\(_{1g}\) in D\(_{5d}\)). According to the higher formal oxidation state, \(\nu_4\) corresponds to a slightly higher energy than \(\nu_4\) of ferrocene [22]. The analysis of the vibrational fine structure of the \(2E_{2g} - 2E_{1u}\) band system indicates progressions based on this mode at 304 cm\(^{-1}\) for the excited electronic state [23]. Though not discussed here, it is interesting to note that a different assignment of the electronic origins within the \(2E_{2g} - 2E_{1u}\) band system leads to a splitting of approximately 530 cm\(^{-1}\), comparable to the spin-orbit interaction in the low-spin iron phthalocyanines and porphyrins discussed above.
Vibrational spectra of $\text{K}_3[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]$ 

Raman spectra of $\text{K}_3[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]$ obtained with different excitation wavelengths are shown in Fig. 4; Raman shifts and assignments are compiled in the inset. The spectra are in close agreement with the predictions of factor group analysis and normal coordinate analysis [24]. Throughout the discussion the conventional numbering of the modes as given in [25-27] is used. The lines extending roughly from 300 to 450 cm$^{-1}$ are classified under $O_h$ symmetry to complex ion modes in the order $\nu_5 < \nu_4 < \nu_2 < \nu_{10}$ ($\nu_2$, $\nu_4$: $\nu$(Fe–C); $\nu_5$, $\nu_{10}$: $\delta$(Fe–C–N)). Lines below 200 cm$^{-1}$ associated with external modes ($\nu_L$) are not detailed.

Probably $\nu_{11}$ contributes to the line at 145 cm$^{-1}$, selectively resonance Raman enhanced with 457.9 nm (Figure 4 d). At 300 K (Figure 4 a) and with excitation at 1064 nm far from the lowest-energy electronic charge transfer (CT) transition at $\sim$ 24000 cm$^{-1}$, two lines at 390 ($\nu_2$) and 421 cm$^{-1}$ ($\nu_{10}$, weak) are present besides the intense line group of external modes $\nu_L$. The very intense lines at 2132/2126 cm$^{-1}$ associated with the CN stretch ($\nu_1$, $\nu_2$) will not be considered. On cooling to 10 K, $\text{K}_3[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]$ undergoes a 2nd-order phase transition at 130 K [28]. As a result of factor group splitting (C$_{2h}$), $\nu_2$ and $\nu_{10}$ are slightly broadened. $\nu_4$ and a closely spaced "$\nu_5$" triplet ($\nu'_5 < \nu_5 < \nu_5''$) associated with the $t_{1g}$ mode (inactive in $O_h$, but active with anomolous depolarisation ratio by certain resonance Raman effects) appear with medium intensity (Figure 4 b). Most remarkable is the line group extending from 600 to 720 cm$^{-1}$, which from experimental necessities partially coincides with a sapphire band (S) that may obscure a line marked $\nu^*$ (Figure 4, b, c, and d). This group, copying the "$\nu_5$" line-shape, reveals the temperature dependence described above. For this reason it has been assigned to ER transitions within the ground state manifold of low-spin Fe$^{III}$ with origins at 665 cm$^{-1}$ and 840 cm$^{-1}$ [11]. The alternative assignment to overtones and combinations has been rejected in view of the high intensity. In comparison with published spectra, our signal-to-noise ratio is very much improved, and therefore we are confident that these lines are overtones and combinations of the "$\nu_5$" fundamentals as promoters. Otherwise it would be a mere accident that the multiple, even weak overtones and combinations assigned coincide exactly with the ER lines assumed. Moreover, an obvious confirmation is obtained by the characteristic preresonance Raman behaviour expressed on approach of the excitation energy to the lowest-energy CT transition (Fig. 4 c and d). Further overtones and combinations appear with Raman shifts of up to 1050 cm$^{-1}$ according to a weak "A term" enhancement. The assignment of these broadened lines is ambiguous because of the many closely spaced binary or even ternary combinations predictable in view of the many fundamentals. These are assumed to be in every case the $a_g$ factor group split component of any given $O_h$ mode. Hence, only a few assignments are proposed. The change of intensity of $\nu_5$ and $\nu_4$ in Fig. 4 c and d with increased excitation energy $\nu_5$ is a further important feature. A similar behaviour of the resonance Raman dependence is revealed for the
higher shifted line groups, thus strengthening our assignment as overtones and combinations. There still remains some uncertainty concerning the assignment of $\nu_5^*$, $\nu_4$, and $\nu^*$. Presumably, vibrational coupling broadens the $\nu_5^*/\nu_4$ fundamentals. This is reflected by the shape of the overtones (Fig. 4 d) and the shift of $\nu^*$, averaging the shifts of the promoting fundamentals.

At first glance, the high intensity of $\nu_5^*$ and $\nu_4$ (completely absent at high temperature) compared to the totally symmetric Fe–C stretch $\nu_2$ is surprising, as one would expect a clear distinction favouring $\nu_2$. With increasing excitation energy a resonance Raman effect becomes active, decreasing the intensity of $\nu_L$ and increasing that of the $\nu_5^*/\nu_4$ group. An even more intriguing feature is the high intensity of the first overtone of $\nu_5^*$, being as high as the fundamental together with the extreme drop for higher overtones. It seems that there is no example of a $t_{1g}$ fundamental in the literature gaining intensity by factor group splitting, and hence the behaviour of this mode is not well documented. As a possible explanation it must be considered that, in contrast to the $t_{1g}$ fundamental, its first harmonic is allowed in Raman scattering and may gain intensity by this mechanism. However, since the excitation energy is still far away from coincidence with the lowest-energy CT transition, only an ill-defined picture of the resonance Raman effect emerges. For a better mutual understanding of the resonance Raman effect and the individual coordinates involved in the lowest-energy CT transition, studies with higher energy excitations are necessary.

In Figs. 5 a, b and 6 b infrared spectra of $K_3[Fe(CN)_6]$ at 10 K, extending from 2122 cm$^{-1}$ to 3172 cm$^{-1}$ and from 650 cm$^{-1}$ to 1620 cm$^{-1}$, are shown. In addition to the strong fundamentals, Nakagawa and Shimanouchi [24] have quoted two groups of weak to medium absorption bands in the infrared spectrum which are assigned to combination bands by Ohata et al. [11]. Our spectroscopic results confirm these earlier data but a very different interpretation is proposed for three instead of two distinct band groups based on a skilful combination of the complementary infrared and Raman spectra. The infrared bands in Fig. 5 a and b (extended absorbance) are based on the $\nu_6$ fundamental maximizing at 2122 cm$^{-1}$ ($t_{1u}$, C-N stretch). According to group theory, every combination band composed of modes with even parity with any $t_{1u}$ mode becomes infrared active. Therefore, the Raman spectrum from Fig. 4 c and its inset demonstrates the correct assignment as combinations of $\nu_6$ with most of the Raman active fundamentals, overtones and combinations. In principle, the phonon combinations are a copy of the Raman spectrum with the exception of the higher intensity of $\nu_2$ in comparison to $\nu_L$ and $\nu_5^*/\nu_4$. The temperature dependence closely follows that of the Raman spectrum, too. A similar interpretation is valid for the infrared bands in Figure 6 b. These bands are remarkably broader than the former ones, and the Raman spectrum in Fig. 4 d is more suitable for a decoding of the vibrational fine structure. The superposition of this Raman spectrum as inset in Fig. 6 a and c reveals clearly two well separated progressions based on the fundamentals $\nu_l$ ($t_{1u}$, Fe–C stretch) at 514 cm$^{-1}$ and $\nu_8$ ($t_{1u}$, Fe–C–N deformation) at 385 cm$^{-1}$. These phonon combinations involve the skeletal Fe–C bond and therefore differ significantly from those discussed first, involving peripheral C–N bonds. As a consequence $\nu_2$ is rather weak, while $\nu_4$ is as strong as in the Raman spectrum.

**Conclusion**

The intraconfigurational “$\Gamma_7$–$\Gamma_8$” transition has been identified unambiguously as an molecular elec-
Electronic Raman effect only for \( (\text{Bu}_4\text{N})[\text{Fe(CN)}_2\text{TPP}] \)
but not for \([\text{Fe(C}_5\text{H}_5)_2]\text{BF}_4\) and \(K_3[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]\). It is ob-
viously intensified via a “B term” scattering mecha-
nism, which is operative in the presence of two neigh-
bouring vibronically coupled electric dipole allowed
electronic transitions. Using common laser Raman
spectroscopic equipment, these spectral requirements
are more currently found for the stable “tetrapyrole”-
type low-spin \(\text{Fe}^{III}\) complexes. For “normal” low-spin
\(\text{Fe}^{III}\) complexes the detection of ER lines is rather re-
stricted as a very sophisticated sampling technique is
required to compete efficiently with photodecom-
position.

**Experimental Section**

\(K_3[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]\) was p.a. grade material com-
mercially available. \([\text{Fe(C}_5\text{H}_5)_2]\text{BF}_4\) was obtained by
oxidation of p.a. grade ferrocene using a litera-
ture method [29]. \( (\text{Bu}_4\text{N})[\text{Fe(CN)}_2\text{TPP}] \) was pre-
pared in dichloromethane from \([\text{Fe(Cl)}\text{TPP}]\) with
excess tetra(n-butyl)ammoniumcyanide in reference
to [16, 30]. Sample purity was checked by standard
UV-vis and IR methods and elemental analysis [16].
Infrared spectra were recorded by use of an interfer-
ometer 5DX (Nicolet). Closed-cycle He-cryocoolers
(CTI) in conjunction with an autotuning temperature
controller (Lakeshore) were used for variable temper-
ature measurements (10 - 300 K).

Resonance Raman spectra were measured from
neat polycrystalline complex salts or from KBr (KCl)
pellets containing the complex salts using different
spinning-cell techniques as described for a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled cell (\(\sim 80\) K) in [20, 21] and for an
oscillating “cryodyne” cold cell (\(\sim 10\) K) in [18].
FT Raman spectra were taken from stationary sam-
ple at 300 and 10 K covered by a sapphire disc to
avoid sample heating. Raman spectra were recorded
by use of a multichannel spectrometer XY (Dilor),
an U 1000 spectrometer with double monochromator
(Instruments S.A.) and an interferometer IFS 66/FRA
106 (Bruker) in conjunction with Kr+ (171) and
Ar⁺ (2025) lasers (Spectra Physics) or an NDYAG laser (1064 nm; 300 mW (Adlas)). Detection of the scattered radiation was by standard techniques. Wavenumbers were calibrated by reference to the emission spectrum of neon. Line intensities were not corrected for spectral response of the spectrometers. The spectral slitwidths employed (< 4 cm⁻¹) were in all cases much smaller than the observed full-width at half-maximum. Depolarisation measurements on the solid samples were unsuccessful.
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